
 

2016 Oral Component Scoresheet – Invasive Species 

Team #___________________________Room #________________Judge’s initials: ________ 

*Score each team consistently by marking the appropriate box or writing abbreviated responses in each space as the 
teams deliver their presentation.  Please leave the spaces to the left blank for our scorers to calculate.   Please do not 
leave anything else blank (if no answer is given, write N/A or otherwise indicate no answer).  
 

Invasive Species Management Plan: The team created an invasive species management plan that addressed the 

problems, check all that apply.  (15 points) 

Did not create plan_____                            Thoroughly explained solutions ______    

Provided some vague examples or ideas ______                        Solutions were viable and realistic ______    

Provided a few potential solutions ______                           Added creative spin/addressed possible issues______       
 

Economic/Social Benefits: Team addressed one economic & one social benefit to the resort, check all that apply. (8 points) 
 

1. _____________________________________________ 2. _____________________________________________ 

Listed________ Explained________ Convincing response ________ Listed________ Explained ________ Convincing response ________ 

Thorough explanation________  Did not address________ Thorough explanation________  Did not address________ 
 

Currently Present Invasive Species: The team addressed the three species listed as present in the scenario and 

addressed the management of each species. (12 points) 
 

1. ____________________________________________ 2.  _____________________________________________ 
Listed________ Explained Solution_______ Convincing Solution _______  Listed________ Explained Solution_______ Convincing Solution _______ 

       Thorough Response_______ Did not address________ Thorough Response ________ Did not address________ 

     3.  _____________________________________________ 
Listed________ Explained Solution_______ Convincing Solution _______   

Thorough Response ________ Did not address________   
 

Potential Invasive Species Threats: The team addressed at least three additional, realistic invasive species threats to the 

resort and a plan to prevent invasion. (12 points) 
      

1. ____________________________________________ 2.  _____________________________________________ 
Listed________ Explained________ Convincing response________  Listed________ Explained________ Convincing response ________  

       Thorough solution_______ Did not address________ Thorough solution________ Did not address________ 

     3.  _____________________________________________ 
Listed________ Explained________ Convincing response ________   

       Thorough solution________ Did not address________   
 

Plan to educate resort patrons: The team created a plan to educate resort patrons to inform them of their role in the 

management of invasive species, check all that apply. (10 points) 

Did not create plan__ ___                                  Presented thorough outreach plan ___ ___    

  Provided some vague examples ___ ___                                       Outreach ideas were viable and realistic ___ ___    

  Provided a few potential outreach ideas ___ ___                           Added creative spin/addressed possible issues___ ___    
. 
REFERENCES: Relevant, spoken, and well incorporated throughout the presentation.  (8 points) 

1. __________________________     2. __________________________            No references provided _____ 

3. __________________________     4.  _________________________                                
 

ANSWERS TO JUDGES QUESTIONS: Answers were factual, logical, and well-informed. Check only one. (8 points) 

 None ______   Very Few ______     Approximately Half ______     Most _____    All ______      
 

ORGANIZATION: Check all that apply. (6 points) 

Included an introduction _____   Clear introduction _____ Included a conclusion_____ Strong conclusion_____  

Somewhat organized _____   Accurate, well-organized _____   Disorganized_____ 
 

DELIVERY: Check all that apply. (8 points) 

Useful visual aids ______  Exceptional/creative visual aids_____  Appropriate eye contact/body language _______  

Enthusiastic/engaging presentation ______  None ______ 
 

STYLE: Check all that apply.  (6 points) 

Provided examples or analogies _______ Reinforced key points ______         

       Some members dominated presentation ______  Participation by all members_____     
 

OVERALL IMPACT:  Award up to 7 points for the overall impression/lasting impact of the presentation.  Check only one. 

0_____         1_____         2_____         3_____         4_____         5_____         6_____         7_____               

 

      TOTAL (only to be filled out by scorers) 

 
 COMMENTS: Please leave some constructive comments for the team (use back of sheet if necessary): 

None ________ 


